Leser India

On 29th February 2015 Hamburg Chief Representative Peter Deubet and Business Manager Hannah Truxius attended the launch of a new safety valve by Leser. Leser is one of the largest manufacturer of safety valves in Europe and is a family enterprise in its fifth generation from Hamburg and a one in a time success story with its start in India in 1987.
API safety valves with German technology for India

LESER, Europe's biggest safety valve manufacturer, brings a safety valve to India that represents the most advanced design and technology. It has been adapted to the requirements of the Indian oil & gas and petrochemical customers. The country configuration is available from local production with short lead time.

The LESER product group API (Type 526) contains flanged safety valves that meet all the requirements of API 526 such as standardized orifices and center-to-face dimensions. Their robust construction makes them especially suitable for high pressures.

Type 526 Series safety valves present the safe solution for heavy duty applications, such as crude oil extraction, transportation and processing.

Advantages

LESER Type 526 is a globally proven safety valve with German technology.

It is available in a configuration especially for the requirements of Indian oil & gas and petrochemical customers which include UV stamp, IBR and CCoE approvals as well as materials like CF3M.

Customers in India benefit from global recognition and prequalifications by more than 100 EPCs and end users who have been using the valve for more than a decade.

Technologically, LESER transfers its modern design concepts with strengthening of critical parts (Tight Finish) and high sealing surface quality (Tight Finish) to India. This ensures a reliable valve function. The valve is manufactured in the Paithan factory which is part of the global LESER quality cluster and uses the exactly same processes as all other LESER locations worldwide. Thus, the customer can be ensured that he will always receive a valve with 100% LESER technology and quality. Furthermore, local production ensure a short delivery time of only 6 weeks.

LESER India will start quoting and delivering the new valve for the Indian oil & gas and petrochemical customers in March 2015.

In Paithan, a new manufacturing hall is under construction to cope with the expected increase in demand. The launch of the 526 valve also marks the transition of Fainger LESER which has been a reliable safety valve manufacturer in the Indian market for more than 25 years to LESER India as a full-range supplier and member of the global LESER quality cluster.
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